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Tucked quietly into a small 
corner of Saint Paul’s North 
End neighborhood, just 
north of Maryland Avenue 
between Arundel and 
Farrington, is an open space 
known as Willow Reserve. At 
first glance, this small pond 
and surrounding woods 
appear to be an untouched 
natural space. But this parcel 
has had an interesting role in 
both the growth of the city 
and the preservation of its 
open space.1

Homeland of the Dakota (–1837)
For generations, the hills, valleys, lakes and streams of Saint Paul were the homeland of  
the Mdewakanton Dakota. The village of Kaposia, located near what is now the base of 
Indian Mounds Park, was a seasonal village, and an important center of trade. The Dakota 
hunted animals and gathered plants and other resources from the local landscape. As one  
of many small wetlands and waterways that were scattered across Saint Paul, the future 
Willow Reserve area served as a likely habitat for muskrats, an important resource during  
the fur trade. 

In 1837, a treaty between the Dakota and the U.S. Government transferred the land east of 
the Mississippi to the United States. The Dakota moved their village of Kaposia to the west 
side of the river, to what is now South St, Paul.

1847 Original land plat. Minnesota Historical Society.
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Claiming the Land (1837–1879)
After the treaty of 1837, settlers began to move into the Saint Paul area. Many of these 
earliest settlers were scouting land for their own interests such as fur trading, farming, and 
lumbering. In 1854, surveyors walked the area that included Willow Reserve, platting out 
sections and noting remarkable features. At that time, the surveyor who travelled through 
the area failed to mark the wetland that pre-dated Willow Reserve, nearby Loeb Lake, or the 
stream that likely connected the two. The broader area was simply marked “S” for swamp.

Despite this unpromising description, many settlers were eager to claim and settle this area. 
In 1851, eager settlers and speculators staking claims spurred a land rush. On January 10 
1851, John Andrews, a private in the Wisconsin Volunteers, presented himself at the land 
office in Stillwater and took advantage of his privilege as a veteran to claim the area that 
includes Willow Reserve – and immediately transferred the land to Dennis Cherrier, a fur 
trader living in Saint Paul,2 in what was likely the first of many speculative transactions. By 
April 1855, Henry McKenty owned a large piece of property, including the Willow Reserve 
parcel, which he had platted out and offered as “Cottage Homes.”3 On May 11, 1858 – 
the same date Minnesota became a state – Cottage Homes was included in the newly 
established Rose Township.4 In 1860, just 499 people were living in Rose Township.5

During the 1860s, the population of Saint Paul and Rose Township grew, and cartographers 
were more careful. In 1867, L.G. Bennett published an Atlas of Ramsey County that showed 
Loeb Lake, as well as a wetland in the area of Willow Reserve, and a small stream connecting 
the two. Though maps created in 1874 and 1883 failed to mark the wetland or stream, it is 
likely that a modest, and possibly intermittent, stream still existed between the two areas 
and along to Trout Brook.

Market Gardening (1880–1944)
This stream was likely viewed as an asset to the neighborhood. Around 1879, Christian and 
Elizabeth Schletty settled in the Willow Reserve neighborhood. They and their neighbors 
were all listed as gardeners or farmers in the 1880 census. The Schletty family prospered, 
and in 1882 Christian and Elizabeth Schletty expanded their property, buying lot 40 on what 
would become the northwest corner of Maryland and Arundel.6

In 1884, the Northern Pacific railroad built a line across the top edge of the Willow Reserve 
parcel. This rail line began at the depot in downtown Saint Paul, and ran north along Trout 
Brook before curving west to reach the shops at Como (now Bandana Square). This line 
paralleled the Loeb Lake stream for practical, geographic, reasons. Both the stream and  
the rail line followed a low-lying and gradually rising – though barely visible in this area – 
valley floor. 

By 1886, this area was incorporated into Saint Paul, and the city made plans to open Western 
Avenue. John C. Quinby, a successful carriage manufacturer and dealer, was listed as owner 
of lots 26, 27, 42, and 43. Since he continued to live elsewhere in Saint Paul, it is likely that 
he owned the plots for investment purposes, and many of the parcels were transferred 
frequently over the next decade.7

At the turn of the century, the area around Willow Reserve was home to a large group of 
market gardeners and farmers. These gardeners grew a variety of crops for sale to markets 
in both Saint Paul and Minneapolis. Those farms located in the wetter areas along the Loeb 
Lake creek and Willow Reserve were used to grow celery and other water-tolerant crops.8 
In 1899, many local farmers joined together to form a temporary association to advocate 
for a site selection for a new market in Saint Paul, and Christian Schletty was elected Vice 
President.9 His interest in organizing his neighbors continued through at least 1900, when he 
helped coordinate the first annual Grower’s Association picnic.10

1874 A.T. Andreas Minnesota Atlas. David Rumsey Map Collection.

1910 Growers Association. Minnesota Historical Society.
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In 1921, a house at 391 West Maryland was built by C.A. Person, though the property was 
soon transferred to Fred Hewins.17 Hewins was described as a fireman in the 1922 City 
Directory, but he was also likely market gardening at this time.18 By 1924, Hewins described 
himself solely as a Gardener.19

In 1932, the property at the western edge of the area was sold to Anton Merkl, and within 
a year he was living in a house there at 425 West Maryland.20 Anton and his wife Philomena 
joined the local tradition of market farming.21 Oral histories state that the northern section of 
the Merkl land was forfeited to the city soon after Anton died in 1944.22

For most farmers like the Hewins, Merkls, and Grills, the early 1900s were likely productive 
and lucrative years. As the population of the cities increased, urban and fringe farmers were 
ideally located to provide the liquid milk and fresh produce that could not withstand long 
travel times to market.

Christian and Eliza Schletty’s ties to the neighborhood further deepened when they 
purchased Lot 43 (a future parcel of Willow Reserve) from Lydia B. Hand in 1901.11 At this 
point the extended Schletty (sometimes spelled Schletti) family owned large parcels 
both south and north of the rail line, and were raising chickens, growing vegetables, 
and supplying milk to the growing city of Saint Paul.12 A structure had been built at 377 
West Maryland in 1900, and this is likely the residence that remains on that site.13 By 1916, 
another small house and outbuilding had been added to this Schletty property at 377 West 
Maryland.14

By 1918, August and Magdalena (Lena) Grill had moved in to 377 West Maryland. August was 
employed as a car repairman for the Great Northern Railroad.15 It is likely that August and 
Lena were market gardening at this time, as within a few years, additional buildings were 
constructed near the Grill home, including a greenhouse structure by 1923.16

1916 Hopkins Plat Book. Ramsey County Historical Society.

1928 Hopkins Plat Book. Ramsey County Historical Society.
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Growing City (1945–1969)
By this time, the area around Maryland Avenue began to fill up with single-family homes. 
The pace of this transition increased after World War II, when demand for cheap housing 
near the cities began to rise. For urban farmers in the area, the economic scales began to tip. 
The value of their land increased each year. Meanwhile, the costs of farming were increasing 
and the profits shrinking. New health laws in food production and storage required 
expensive investments in cooling and processing – particularly for dairy farms. The arrival of 
good highways and refrigerated trucks eliminated the advantage that urban fringe farmers 
once had. 

During the 1940s and 1950s, many of these small farms and market gardens properties 
were sold and developed into single-family homes. The Willow Reserve area, however, 
underwent an uncommon development process due to its unique natural and man-made 
local geography.

As the historic path for the modest Loeb Lake Creek, the land on the north half of the Merkl, 
Hewins, and Grill properties was particularly low-lying and often wet. Much of the soil was 
peat. Though aerial photos show that the area was completely cultivated from at least as far 
back as 1923, this land was challenging to farm. Many farmers in the area raised celery in the 
wet soils, as the Merkls did.23 The Hewins family began to address this challenge by building 
a series of large greenhouses, and shifting their focus to growing flowers, shrubs, and trees, 
as well as selling fertilizer and seeds. Sections of the northern areas appear to have been left 
fallow, and neighbors began to view those areas as a bird sanctuary.24

Merkl farm. Courtesy of District 6 Council, Saint Paul.

Merkl farm. Courtesy of District 6 Council, Saint Paul.

1957 Aerial photo. Borchert Library.
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The low-lying, wet nature of the land made it unappealing to developers, too.25 Many of the 
homes and other structures in the area needed deep pilings to reach down through the 
unstable peat land.26

The presence of the Northern Pacific rail line further altered the future of the local 
neighborhood. This man-made feature created an interruption to the street grid, requiring  
the construction of bridges or underpasses to cross it. Initially, a private crossing existed at 
Western to allow access to the farmstead north of the tracks. This passing appeared to be in 
disuse in the 1950s and eliminated by the 1970s.27 This railroad barrier, in addition to the  
natural characteristics of the land made the local area unappealing to developers. 

The Creation of Willow Reserve  
(1970–1992)
In the 1960s, interest in environmental protection and open space preservation began to 
grow nationwide, especially after the publication of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring in 1962. 
By the late 1960s, concerned neighbors had begun to advocate for the protection of the 
open space at Willow Reserve. On April 3, 1970, in response to an open space proposal 
of a citizen’s committee, Saint Paul’s Planning Board adopted an amendment to the 
Comprehensive Plan to designate about 13 acres between West Orange Avenue and the 
Northern Pacific Railroad as “open space.”28

Within the year, the resolve of the local citizens and commitment of the city of Saint Paul 
would be seriously tested.

Around 1968, Northern States Power became owner of a section of land just north of the 
Merkl property. They soon began plans to develop a power substation on this parcel, and by 
the spring of 1971, they were petitioning the city to rezone the land from “B” Residence to 
light industrial in order to construct the station. The station would include a building, a 100-
foot tower, and feeder lines running below ground and transmission lines above. Though 
the adjacent property owners agreed, other neighbors were aghast.29

Over a series of hearings that spring, the Saint Paul city council debated the request. NSP 
argued that the substation was necessary to supply electricity to the neighborhood, and 
warned, “If NSP loses one of the 40-year-old cables, they will be in ‘real bad trouble’ in 
the Como-Rice Street area.”30 Local residents expressed concerns over the tall tower, the 
unsightly wires, and most significantly, the impact on the area that had just been designated 
as open space a year before. Maureen Deneen, president of the Willow Reserve Committee, 
stated that it was her committee’s “commitment to future generations is to preserve every 
square inch they can in the Willow Reserve area.”31 Council member Todd J. Lefko argued on 
behalf of the open space, reminding his peers that the open space reflected the will of the 
people, and that bonding for this open space program might be passed soon.32 After much 
consideration, the city council voted to deny NSP’s request for a re-zoning. 

While the threat of the power substation had been eliminated, the Willow Reserve area 
was still privately owned. Efforts to purchase the properties were immediately begun. 
Meanwhile, in 1972, Fred and Pauline Hewins agreed to lease land to Independent School 
District #625 for a period of six years. In 1973, the school district built a modest building on 
the site, apparently for storage purposes.33

By 1975, the city had entered negotiations with local property owners to purchase the land, 
using money from CIB funds.34 Over the next two years, the city purchased five different 
sections of land, totalling approximately four acres, and formally established the Willow 
Reserve.35 Oddly, the parcels were along both the western and eastern edges of the area. 
The central piece, still owned by the Hewins family, was not purchased at this time. 

1974 Aerial photo. Ramsey County GIS.
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The Latest Chapter (1993–2015)
In 1998, the Capitol Region Watershed District (CRWD) was established by the Minnesota 
Board of Water and Soil Resources to better oversee, manage, and advocate for the District’s 
wetlands, creeks, and lakes that drain into the Mississippi River. As part of this mission, in 
2006 the CRWD took on the ownership, operation and maintenance of the Trout Brook 
Storm Sewer Interceptor, a 6.5-mile system of six- to thirteen- foot pipes that drains storm 
water from areas in Saint Paul, Roseville, Falcon Heights, and Maplewood. The Willow 
Reserve storm water retention pond is a critical part of this system, serving to reduce peak 
flows and allow for the settlement of pollutants.42

Aerial photographs show the dramatic change that was caused by the creation of the storm 
water pond in Willow Reserve. The plans for the creation of the pond detailed a list of plants 
to be seeded in the prairie areas, with the intention that the wetlands be allowed to re-
vegetate themselves.43 Within a few years, the site was filling in with shrubs, trees and other 
plants that had seeded themselves. 

Photos from the 1985 show that all of the land north of Carbon/Orange Street was allowed 
to revert to nature, though only the eastern and western sections were formally part of 
Willow Reserve. The western section, the parcel that had been NSP’s, appears to have 
returned to a true wetland, with a meandering stream. Large sections south of Carbon/
Orange Street also appear to be fallow, with only the Grill farm and the eastern section of 
the Hewins’ land being cultivated.36

Local residents soon began to value and use the Willow Reserve. Derek Hollanitsch grew 
up nearby and recalled “I remember this tract of land serving as an informal playground for 
myself and many other neighborhood kids during the late 1970s and early 1980s. The main 
entrance point was at the end of Ivy Street, just west of Farrington Street. From here you 
could take one of two paths: the ‘high road’ or the ‘low road.’…This lower path would get 
quite boggy after recent rains…. I remember the abundant wildlife that was always present. 
As kids we would get spooked when a pheasant would suddenly fly up while we were 
riding our bicycles through there.” Hallnitsch also described deer, Monarch and Swallowtail 
butterflies, raccoons, opossums, skunks, turtles and chipmunks, and frogs.37

The City of Saint Paul had first begun separating storm sewers from sewage in 1960, and 
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, had continued to slowly separate the systems. In 1984, 
the city and other local partners announced a proposal to accelerate this process.38 Soon 
after, in 1990, the federal government mandated the separation of storm and sanitary sewer 
systems in large cities such as Saint Paul, and the city and the Metropolitan Waste Control 
Commission began to fulfill this duty. As a part of this effort, it became apparent that the 
creation of a storm water retention pond was critically needed to reduce downstream 
flooding. The city made plans to purchase an additional twelve acres from two property 
owners at Willow Reserve in order to build a retention pond.39 “This retention pond is an 
integral part of a large storm water management system to reduce construction costs 
throughout the Trout Brook watershed. Additionally, the area to be acquired combined with 
four adjacent acres that the City presently owns as part of the Willow Reserve District will 
attract waterfowl and provide improved aesthetics.”40

The purchases were completed and construction of the Willow Reserve retention pond 
was begun in the spring of 1991. By July 1992, a four-acre pond had been created, and the 
reserve area re-seeded with prairie plants.41

2013 Aerial DNR Landview
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In 2004, an amendment to the Saint Paul’s 2004 Comprehensive Plan called for, where 
possible, the restoration of Willow Reserve.44 In 2006, the city adopted the “Loeb Lake Small 
Area Plan and Forty Acre Study” vision that “Natural amenities such as Loeb Lake and Willow 
Reserve will be enhanced to provide more recreational and bird and wildlife observation 
opportunities.”45 The 2008 Comprehensive Plan Parks section advocates for the “protection, 
not intrusion” of Willow Reserve.

In the 2000s, changes in ownership of the adjoining properties brought renewed attention 
to Willow Reserve. In 2005, both the Merkl property at 425 West Maryland and the Larson 
greenhouse property at 391 West Maryland became available for purchase.46 Together, 
the City of Saint Paul, SPARC, a non-profit development company focused on North End 
redevelopment, and the federal HUD program purchased the properties and cleared the 
land for residential use. These plans for a multi-family housing development stalled due to 
the Great Recession.47

From 2011 to 2013, the Larson greenhouse property and Merkl property were leased as 
an urban farm to Stone’s Throw, Page and Flowers, and Association for the Advancement 
of Hmong Women.48 In 2013, the City of Saint Paul bought these parcels and informed 
the urban farmers their lease would not be renewed. The city also requested bids for 
redevelopment. In 2015, Habitat for Humanity was designated at the preferred developer for 
these parcels, and discussions for the properties are ongoing.49

In 2015, Willow Reserve remains an important part of the local community and landscape. 
Neighborhood interest has remained strong and the pond’s role in managing storm water 
remains critical. A 2007 Natural Resource Inventory and Habitat Assessment noted that 
although the vegetative diversity and integrity of the site is low and the water habitat was 
poor for fish or most waterfowl, the overall value of the site for wildlife is high, due to the 
lack of other open space in the area.50

Aesthetically, the Reserve offers two different experiences to the public. Along the more 
exposed western and eastern boundaries, bundles of trash serve as evidence of intentional 
dumping and littering. 

Inside the park, however, a small pathway along the northern edge allows visitors to glimpse 
into the scenic and secluded pond. Neighbors report the open space continues to be 
frequently used by children and teenagers. Willow Reserve continues to serve as both a 
critical tool for pubic health and refuge for nature. 

Appendix A

Maps, Photos, and Site Plans 

1867 Bennet Map from RCHS
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1874 Ramey Map from Rumsey

1883 Map - Willow Reserve

1874 Ramey Map from Rumsey 1884 Rice map from Rumsey

1890 Rice - Willow Reseve
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1923 Aerial photo. Borchert Library.

1940 Aerial photo. Borchert Library.
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1945 Aerial photo. Borchert Library.

1953 Aerial photo. Borchert Library.
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1985 Aerial photo. Ramsey County GIS. 1991 Aerial photo. Ramsey County GIS.
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2003 Aerial photo. True North.

2011 MapRamsey
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2008 Aerial True North
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